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Privacy Concerns for Mobile App Download: An Elaboration Likelihood Model 

Perspective 

 

ABSTRACT  

In the mobile age, protecting users’ information from privacy-invasive apps 

becomes increasingly critical. To precaution users against possible privacy risks, a 

few Android app stores prominently disclose app permission requests on app 

download pages. Focusing on this emerging practice, this study investigates the 

effects of contextual cues (perceived permission sensitivity, permission justification 

and perceived app popularity) on Android users’ privacy concerns, download 

intention, and their contingent effects dependent on users’ mobile privacy victim 

experience. Drawing on Elaboration Likelihood Model, our empirical results suggest 

that perceived permission sensitivity makes users more concerned about privacy, 

while permission justification and perceived app popularity make them less concerned. 

Interestingly, users’ mobile privacy victim experience negatively moderates the effect 

of permission justification. In particular, the provision of permission justification 

makes users less concerned about their privacy only for those with less mobile privacy 

victim experience. Results also reveal a positive effect of perceived app popularity 

and a negative effect of privacy concerns on download intention. This study provides 

a better understanding of Android users’ information processing and the formation of 

their privacy concerns in the app download stage, and proposes and tests emerging 

privacy protection mechanisms including the prominent disclosure of app permission 
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